Vehicle Protection
Designed to enhance every drive.

Proud accessories partner to SG Fleet
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The Complete Range
No matter what your lifestyle or journey, our affordable range of driver options has been designed
to protect you and your car, and enhance your driving experience.
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Vehicle Protection Package Options
Our affordable range of driver options have been designed to
protect you and your new car, and enhance your driving experience

MOST POPULAR

Premium Protection Pack

Classic Protection Pack

All-Round Protection

The Essentials

Value Pack 1

Value Pack 2

For those who want
the whole package.

For those who want
to maximise re-sale.

Choose To
Build Your Own Pack
Pick the products that
work best for your lifestyle.

HYDRO Exterior
Surface Coating

HYDRO Exterior
Surface Coating

HYDRO Exterior
Surface Coating

Offering extreme durability, hardness and a

Offering extreme durability, hardness and a

Offering extreme durability, hardness and a

permanent gloss, preserve and protect the

permanent gloss, preserve and protect the

paintwork of your new vehicle.

paintwork of your new vehicle.

paintwork of your new vehicle.

ACTIV Interior
Surface Coatings

ACTIV Interior
Surface Coatings

ACTIV Interior
Surface Coatings

Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl,

Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl,

fabric and carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.

fabric and carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.

permanent gloss, preserve and protect the

Helps preserve and protect leather, vinyl, fabric and
carpet surfaces of your new vehicle.

Darkest Legal Window Film
Darkest Legal Window Film
Block up to 99% of UV entering through
the windows, increase privacy and add
stylish looks.

Truseal Tyre, Wheel & Glass
Provides protection and resistance to corrosion

Block up to 99% of UV entering through the
windows, increase privacy and add stylish looks.

on alloys, a durable satin finish on tyres, and
an all season glass treatment to front and rear
windscreens.

Driver Safety Kit
Includes a first aid kit, car power bank and charger,
fire extinguisher, roadside electronic flare kit and
more!

Truseal Tyre, Wheel & Glass
Provides protection and resistance to corrosion
on alloys, a durable satin finish on tyres, and
an all season glass treatment to front and rear
windscreens.

Vehicle Drive Recorder
Helps avoid collisions, promotes safe driving and
provides evidence in the event of an accident.

Receive a BONUS
Driver Safety Kit
Includes a first aid kit, car
power bank and charger,
fire extinguisher, roadside
electronic flare kit and more!
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Exterior Surface Protection
HYDRO Paint Surface Coating.

HYDRO exterior surface coating is engineered for durability and protection, creating a barrier against UV damage and
staining from the elements. This coating helps to retain a high gloss finish of your paintwork and contains self-cleaning
properties, meaning your vehicle stays looking cleaner for longer, allowing you more time to do the things you love!
A once-off application, for a lifetime* of protection, to preserve and protect the paintwork, as well as the re-sale value
of your vehicle.

Key Features

UNPROTECTED

Made from a high performing formula combining Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Silicon Dioxide (SiO2),
delivering extreme durability, hardness and a permanent super gloss finish.
As the most durable protective product on the market, HYDRO Paint Surface Coating is 4 times
harder than quartz based protectors. Tested, proven and globally certified to the stringent
standards set out for Boeing compatible products.

Benefits
PROTECTED

•

The key components deliver extreme durability, hardness and a super gloss finish.

•

Incredible repellence to water, sheeting and rolling off the surface taking dirt and grime with
it, and reducing calcified water marks and spotting.

•

Significantly reduces maintenance, looking cleaner for longer.

•

Protects your paint against the damage caused by bird and bat droppings, as well as
damage caused by:

HYDRO
SILICON CARBIDE (SiC)
FACTORY CLEAR COAT

»

sunscreen

»

tree sap

»

fallen leaves

»

rail dust

»

bore water

»

weather induced oxidisation

»

bug splatter

•

The once-off application adds permanent protection, eliminating the need to wax and polish.

•

Helps preserve your vehicle’s re-sale value.

•

Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*.

Extra Thickness. Enhanced Protection.
HYDRO adds an extra, tougher layer on top of the vehicle’s factory clear coat.
Once applied, this permanent coating creates a hydrophobic surface so water sheets off,
taking dirt and other contaminants with it.

VEHICLE PAINT SURFACE
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Interior Surface Protection

ACTIV Leather, Vinyl, Fabric & Carpet Surface Coating.
ACTIV Interior Coatings protect all fabric, carpet, vinyl and leather surfaces against spills and stains, as well as UV
damage and discolouration. These coatings are designed to help maintain the condition of your vehicle and provide a
durable barrier against whatever life throws at it.
A once-off application for a lifetime* of protection, designed to preserve and protect the interior of your new vehicle.

ACTIV Leather Coating

Protected

The lanolin formula offers deep down moisturising protection to soften and preserve the natural
beauty of a leather interior.
•

Protects against surface dehydration and discolouration caused by UV

•

Provides an easy clean surface to remove stains and marks

•

Preserves the new leather aroma

•

Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

Unprotected

ACTIV Fabric and Carpet Coating
Formulated with the bacterial protection system Bactishield, this coating will protect the surface
against mould, mildew and other harmful bacteria.
•

Provides a resilient and effective stain barrier against commonly consumed food and liquids

•

Provides protection against surface discolouration caused by UV

•

Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*

ACTIV Vinyl Coating
Purpose built for vinyl surfaces, this silicon-free formula that provides a low-sheen, non‑greasy,
non-slick protective finish.
•

Prevents surface dehydration and damage caused by UV

•

UV stabilised against discolouration

•

Comes with a nationwide lifetime warranty*
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Darkest Legal Window Film
Maximum protection and stylish looks.

You and your passengers will be protected from damaging rays, blocking up to 99% of UV entering through the windows.
It delivers maximum protection, outstanding glare reduction, exceptional heat rejection and of course ultimate privacy.
It’s the darkest automotive window film and is guaranteed to perform for a lifetime*.

Our Darkest Legal Window Film starts working the minute it has been
applied to your vehicle. This film offers maximum UV protection, and
dramatically reduces heat and glare.

Key Benefits

One of the other important benefits of window film is its ability to hold
shattered glass together in the event of an accident.

•

Darkest legal window film.

•

Blocks up to 99% of damaging UV.

•

Rejects up to 60% of heat and glare.

•

Strengthens glass, helping to hold together in the event of an accident.

•

Adds a stylish look.

•

Increases privacy for you and your passengers.

•

Lifetime nationwide warranty*.

•

Increased safety and security for occupants.

•

Clear film is available for vehicles that are manufactured with privacy glass.

Product Performance
Optical Clarity:
Strength:
Lifetime Warranty*:
UPF 50+ Protection:

This film has also been independently tested by ARPANSA: Australian
Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency and has been
certified to effectively protect against solar ultraviolet radiation.

Glare Control:
Heat Rejection:
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Truseal Tyre, Wheel & Glass Protection

This three part application provides resistance and protection to
corrosion on alloys, a durable deep satin tyre finish and all season
protection to front and rear windscreens.

Truseal Ceramic Alloy Wheel Protection
Made from high performance formula combining Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Silicon Dioxide
(SiO2), Truseal wheel protection delivers extreme durablity, permanently locks in factory
finish and protects against UV damage and fading.
•

Reduces reliance on harsh cleaning chemicals. In most cases soapy water is enough
to completely clean the wheel

•

Hydrophobic properties reduce the adhesion of contaminants such as brake pad
residue, road grime and dust

•

Prevents alloy wheel pitting caused by brake dust

•

Applied by trained technicians

Truseal Tyre Protection
Using advanced polymer technology, Truseal tyre protection adds a durable deep satin
finish, enables simple cleaning with soapy water, is silicon free and offers a flexible
protective barrier against harmful UV rays.

Truseal Glass Protection
Increase visibility on your windscreen using advanced ceramic formulation, creating a highly
durable protective layer between glass and the elements. With treated wiper blades, your
windscreen will be protected from micro scratches and smearing.
•

Water Repellent – water/rain bounces off the windscreen rather than run down glass

•

Greater Visibility – dramatically improves visibility in all weather conditions

•

Bug and Grime Protection – providing a non-stick surface allows for a much easier
clean of insects and dirt

•

Frost Resistant – ice, snow and frost are easily removed as it will not bond to glass

•

Smears – caused by wiper blades are all but eliminated, as wipers glide noiselessly
across the smooth coating
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Driver Safety Kit

This compact kit is always ready to help when you most need it.
The perfect solution to help keep you and your passengers safe when you’re on the road. The Driver Safety Kit
contains items you may require to assist with any unforeseen events during your travels.
What’s Included:

Heavy Duty Bag

Car Power Bank & Charger

First Aid Kit

A portable device that can be used
to jump start your vehicle and power
electronic accessories

Made out of a series of compartments
with each compartment clearly labelled for
what to use each item for

Poncho

Cotton Gloves

Microfibre Cloth

Hi-Vis Vest

Electronic Road Flare Kit

Fire Extinguisher

Battery-powered, with 4 variable lighting
sequences offering 360 degrees of visibility
- day or night

A dry chemical powder extinguisher
offering easy storage and is ideal for the
home, car, boat, caravan or workshop

With the Driver Safety Kit, you’ll always be adventure-ready.
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Safety Systems
Vehicle Drive Recorder
Helps provide evidence in the event of an accident.
An essential dash cam that helps prevent accidents and promotes safe driving. Front and
rear cameras help avoid collisions. It records even while the car is parked - the device
automatically records when motion or impact is detected. (Power Magic Pro included to
enable Parking Mode)#

•
•
•
•

+ Power
Magic Pro

Records both audio and visual footage.
In any sudden accident, footage can be replayed immediately via the App.
Professionally installed by a trained technician.
Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*

Front & Rear Parking Sensors
Increase confidence with precision parking or tight driving situations.
Increase safety and minimise the risk of damage and injury while reversing and parking.
These ultrasonic sensors monitor the distance from your vehicle to potential obstacles
in your blind spot.

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

• Front sensors feature 5 zones, with an alert warning on the last zone.
The sensors range from 1 metre down to 0.3 metres.
• Rear sensors feature 4 audio warning zones, that can detect hazards up to
1.6m behind the vehicle.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*

Reverse Camera
Replacement mirror with 4.2” LCD screen or standalone 3.5” monitor.
Feel the comfort of having ‘eyes in the back of your head’ with the reverse camera installed
with either a 4.2” screen within a replacement mirror or a standalone 3.5” monitor.
•
•
•
•
•

Automatically activates when a car is put into reverse.
Menu buttons in-built into replacement mirror.
Excellent picture in full sunlight, with full colour display.
Professionally installed by a trained technician.
Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.

Shuroo Animal Deterrent
High frequency vehicle protection system.
An Australian designed system to help combat the problem of wildlife collision. Especially
important when traveling through rural areas where animals (particularly kangaroos) are
frequently and unpredictably bounding into fast-moving traffic.
• Works day and night, rain or shine with 24-7 protection.
• Helps protect drivers and passengers from injury, avoids downtime losses
and costly insurance claims.
• Alerts wildlife of vehicle presence from up to 400 metres away.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.
#
Power Magic Pro included to enable Parking Mode. Some vehicles also require the Optional B-112
Battery Backup System to enhance the stand-by time in Parking Mode.

*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.
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tion System
Navigation Systems

Integrated Satellite Navigation
Don’t fear getting lost again.
This easy-to-use navigation offers so many features that you’ll experience nothing but a
more relaxed driving experience.

COLORADO

• Integrates into the factory screen - no need to remove or replace the genuine radio.
• Shows road safety cameras, proximity alert point and school zones.
• Features text to speech (TTS), lane information & signposts, motorway exit services, map
manipulation, quick menu, tunnel view, trip monitor.
• 3D object view: terrain, landmarks & elevated roads and smart zoom.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.

CRUZE

MALIBU

GO Primo Features:
MALIBU

Note: Radio compatibility varies by vehicle, contact the team for confirmation.

VF COMMODORE

Road safety camera
Proximity alert point
School zone
3D object view: terrain, landmarks & elevated roads
Smart zoom
6.2”
Text to speech (TTS)
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Lane information & signposts
Motorway exit services
Map manipulation
Quick menu p: 1800 818 288
Tunnel view
7”
Trip monitor

www.autoxtreme.com.au

|

VF COMMODORE

Q Lane information & signposts
Q Motorway exit services
Q Map manipulation
6.2”
Navigation System & 7” Navigation System
Q Quick menu
Q Tunnel view
Superior
quality with all the best features.
Q Trip monitor
Pioneer
AVIC Touch Screen Navigation & AV System gives you the ability to make calls, listen
to music and access messages. Also supports hands-free calling.
Available in 6.2” or 7” screen.

|

• Apple CarPlay, AppRadio Mode for iPhone & Android, USB Connectivity, MirrorLink.

www.autoxtreme.com.au
| e: info@autoxtreme.com.au
• Multi-touch & hi-res display,
with anti-glare screen for optimal visibility day and night.
• Offering pause/rewind live radio, scrolling text on screen with artist & song information,
and superior sound quality.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.

e: info@autoxtreme.com.au
Reverse Camera & Navigation
Know exactly where you’re headed.
This unit couples two helpful functions into one sleek replacement mirror.
• 4.3” rear view mirror monitor, with touch screen functionality, auto brightness, and
adjustable reverse guidelines.
• Up to 170 degrees camera angles.
• GPS function includes 3D landmarks, avoid toll routing options, adventure mode and
speed zone detection.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.
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In-Car Entertainment

10.1” Roofmount DVD Player
Road trips have never been more enjoyable.
Family time on the road just got better. This 10.1” DVD player is
roofmounted for convenience and easy viewing for all passengers in
the back seat. Your passengers can enjoy a quality picture, through
HDMI and USB video, of their favourite DVD or movie device on any
road trip.

Key Benefits
• 1.84 million pixel resolution for brilliant picture quality.
• Includes two pairs of fold-flat infrared wireless headphones and
remote control.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.

9” Headrest DVD Player
Keep the entertainment moving.
The first DVD headrest in Australia to comply with multiple safety crash
tests, and is exclusive to AutoXtreme. Its design and manufacturing has
been certified to meet ADR 22/00 & 3/03 and FMVSS 302 standards and
is the only DVD headrest in the market with a protrusion-free design.

Key Benefits
• Unique design helps protect rear seat passengers from possible facial
injury caused by the auxiliary device (for example: USB stick) plugged
onto the unit during impact.
• Includes 2x wireless headphones with IC in-built noise filtering to
prevent interference.
• Professionally installed by a trained technician.
• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.
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Proud accessories partner to

You’re in good hands with Scratch & Dent Assist
Drive with peace of mind knowing that unforeseen minor cosmetic scratches, dents and scuffs
caused by everyday travels can now be repaired at your convenience.

Scratch & Dent Assist is Australia’s fastest growing, most cost-effective and convenient solution for repairing minor scrapes,
scratches and dents on motor vehicles.
We employ industry qualified technicians and use the latest in Small Accident Repair Technology so you can rest assured in the
knowledge that your vehicle is in excellent hands.
 eeping your car looking as good as new, inside and out, is easy with Scratch and Dent Assist and the benefits and savings are
K
significant.

Check Out These Before & After Photos

METAL BODY PANEL REPAIRS

BUMPER BAR

WHEELS

DENTS

INTERIOR

REAR BUMPER

“Thanks for another great job, the repair was excellent.”
Tom Elliot (Radio Presenter/Finance Commentator)

Take the first step and sign up to Minor Damage Repair membership, and keep your car looking as good as new.
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Member Discounted Repairs
For Minor Cosmetic Repairs
Interior leather,
fabric and
vinyl repairs

Windscreens

up to 80mm

Up to 2 stone chips up to
diameter of 3mm.

Surface marks and

$50

per repair*

Mirror casing scuffs
and scrapes
no size limits

scratches
covering up to 4 panels

Cosmetic touch ups
up to 20 stone chips

Bumper bar scuffs
and scrapes
up to 500mm

Pressure dents

Two dents up to 100mm
diameter

Plastic body kit
Alloy wheel scuffs
and scrapes

scuffs and scrapes
up to 500mm

no size limit

Key Exclusions

+ Chrome and High Polished Alloy Wheels + Replacement parts + Structural damage + Non painted textured plastic components

With your Minor Damage Repair Membership receive a
Vehicle Maintenance Kit!
Window Tint Cleaner
Cleans and protects glass and
mirrors. This product can be used
on tinted and non-tinted interior
and exterior windows and mirrors.
Wheel Cleaner & Brake Dust
Remover
Wheel cleaner is designed to remove
black brake dust deposits from all
types of wheel rims.
Fabric Stain Remover
Removes stubborn marks and stains
in carpet and fabric.

Paintwork Spot Cleaner
Surrounds the dirt particles and
enables their displacement without
scratching the surface.
High Gloss Wash
A time-saving 2-in-1 formula that
leaves your vehicle with a protective
coating and the ultimate high gloss
shine.
Rain Repellent
Remarkably improves vision while
driving in the rain.

The pack also includes a wide range of quality application devices to make applying the products
efficient and effective. Microfibre Sponge, Chamois, Microfibre Cloth, Round Applicator Pad.
Vehicle Maintenance Kit is sent via registered post.

*Please refer to the Scratch & Dent Assist Terms & Conditions for full details (including repair size limits and exclusions) which is
available at sgfleetmdrmemberships.com.au. Repair fee for a single repair is subject to change. Refer to website for repair fee
applicable at the time of requesting a repair. Minor cosmetic damage is quoted and repaired at the discretion of MDR.
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